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•Observe what students do, make, say and write
•Analyse relevant literature on the respective competence

•Identify skills and subskills of the competence
•Identify the student behaviour which demonstrates mastery of each identified sub-skill
•Describe three levels of performance (novice, competent, expert) for each behavioural indicator

•detailed 'maps' which illustrate the increasingly sophisticated behaviours that a learner will display as
they progress from being a novice to being an expert (Univ. of Melbourne, 2010)

•Methodology: methods and instruments
Assessment
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CPS - Definition of the competence
Relevant literature

Student groups observation

 Blinkley, et al., 2012
– definition of the
CPS competence

 problem solving (ways of thinking) & collaboration (ways of
working);

 Polya, 1973 –
problem solving
component
 Patrick Griffin, 2014
– definition of the
CPS competence
as a target skill
 Vygotsky, 1978 –
zone of proximal
development
 OECD – PISA 2015,
2013 – definition of
the CPS
competence

 students organize their work, identify the resources
(strategies, knowledge, experience, equipment, software,
materials); decide how the resources will be used for
building and maintaining a shared understanding of the
task and its solutions;
 within the research work, collaboration is essential;
 Students have different skills & knowledge; each of the
students can be the ‘knowledgeable other’ in different
moments of their work;
 collaborative problem solving involves an individual’s
cognitive processing that engages both cognitive and
social skills;
 the focus is on the collaborative actions the students
engage in while trying to solve the problem.

CPS - Definition of the competence
 Collaborative problem solving involves two or more people working
towards a joint problem solution.
 All the participants must contribute their resources, skills, etc. so the
problem can be solved. Those two or more people will have a
common goal; the resources needed to solve the problem are
beyond the capacity of either person alone. If people work
together, they might be able to work it out.
 Collaborative problem solving, or working with others to solve a
common challenge, includes the contribution and exchange of
ideas, knowledge, or resources in order to achieve a shared goal.

CPS - Making the competence visible

Adaptation of Griffin’s framework
(Griffin, 2014)

CPS - Making the competence visible
Cognitive sub-skill:
Problem analysis


Behaviour: Student identifies the elements of the
task/ problem space and information available
for each element; they look for patterns and links
between elements of the problem, and analyse
particular cases.

Social sub-skill: Adaptive
responsiveness
 Behaviour: Student integrates contributions of
peers into his/ her own thoughts and actions.
 Behavioural indicator: Ignoring, accepting or
adapting contributions of others.



Behaviour indicator: Analyses and describes the
problem in familiar mathematical language.



Performance levels:

 Performance levels:



Low (novice): Describes the problem by reading it
aloud. Explores 1 – 2 particular cases.

 Low (novice): Ignores contribution of peers.





Medium (competent): Describes the problem by
stating the given situation in his/ her own words.
Divides the problem into subtasks. Explores 3 – 4
particular cases by using non-mathematical
models (e.g. manipulatives).
High (expert): Describes the problem space in
familiar mathematical language and states the
hypotheses and the conclusion of the problem.
Sets/ defines the logical sequence of subtasks.
Explores more than 4 particular cases by using ICT
(e.g. GeoGebra) and/ or manipulatives.

 Medium (competent): Responds to
contributions of peers (e.g. considers
contribution but doesn’t make changes).
 High (expert): Incorporates contributions of
peers to suggest possible solution paths (e.g.
makes changes based on contribution of
peers).

CPS - The developmental progression

CPS - Methods and instruments for assessing
students ‘ CPS competence
Methods

Instruments

Comments

Observation, analysis of
the information and
reflections in the
students’ logbooks (2
times per school year)

The CPS observation
sheet

Logbooks – no
observation & checking
accuracy

Self – assessment (2 times The CPS self-assessment
per school year)
sheet

Self-assessment sheet
has to be discussed with
students at the
beginning of the school
year.

An analysis of the especially significant differences between the results of the
teacher’s observations and student’s self-assessment is recommended.

Self-assessment sheet

Reporting sheet

Final thoughts
 The assessment methods and instruments will be tested in the course of the
next school year.
 Revisions will be operated (if necessary).

 Support teachers in assessing their students and identifying points of
intervention where they are most likely to learn.
 These assessment instruments will help us provide evidence of the efficiency
of MeJ workshops.
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